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Programmed Research Projects
Cradle oｆ life; Geology, mineralogy and planetary science, combined with biology
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ABEL（ Advent of Bio-elements ） model
1) Birth of dry Earth at 4.53Ga
2) Accretion of atmosphere and ocean at  

4.37-4.20Ga 
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2 Hadean Bioscience Project



●Hadean chronology

Maruyama and Ebisuzaki (2016)

①Dry Earth

②Birth of ocean

Origin of ocean

Gas Giants

Mechanism



3 Nine Requirements of birth 
place of life



Maruyama et al 2016 Birth place of early life on Earth
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1 Energy source; thermal 
and ionizing radiation



Habitable Trinity environment
present day vs Hadean Earth

Habitable trinity concept (Dohm and Maruyama, 2014): Why important ?

Initial ocean mass ca. 4± 1km, extremely tight initial condition for the habitable planet to bear life.   



High activation energy is necessary, 
e.g.,NH3 from N2
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Continuous radiation(aqua-electron jet): Life is a 
chemical phenomenon of continuous electron flow
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2 Supply of nutrients



RockRock
Landmass (P+K etc)

Ocean(H2O)

Planetary space

Atmosphere (CO2, N2)

Triple junction

“Habitable Trinity” model
(Dohm and Maruyama, 2014)

CN (atmosphere) + HO (ocean) + Nutrients (P,K,Ca,Mg,Fe, S etc. from 

Rock) coexist circulating continuously by driving force  by Sun

Sun

2 Supply of nutrients



3 Supply of major life 
components



Any organic compounds from volatile-rich asteroids instantaneously evaporate during collision on the ground,
even in a small planetesimal with D=1km. In much smaller meteorites 1-5m across, when on-landed, floated, weathered
and buried in sediments; no escape of organic compounds outside the meteorites forever. 

D=0.1km like Meteor crater
Arizona, evaporation of Fe-meteorite

Huge hole by asteroid impact can creates an ocean such as Pacific Ocean, a trigger if Plate Tectonics.

Meteorite margin Is burned 
bur inside Is protected to 
be remained as amino-acids, yet 
Never being outside.



CO2: How to remove it into mantle ? Presence of huge landmass.
Keep XCO2<10 bar, spending long time ca. 170m.y. Ocean     
planet 

H2O: Small amount making primordial continents above sea-level

Otherwise Habitable Trinity Planet cannot be born.



4 Concentration of reduced gas
5 Dry/wet cycle



Material circulation at 4.37-4.20Ga  
between surface environment and geyser 

●Reaction of organic materials is accelerated through material circulation between surface
environment and inside of geyser. 

●Building blocks of life can be produced in geyser main room. Surface was oxidized, inside 
was reduced through water-rock interaction, and concentrated on the wall.
●Due to closer Moon, strong tidal force create wet/dry to polymerize amino acids and

membrane by evaporation, those of which are transported to the small room for the birth 
place of life.

Surface was impossible 
for life to survive →
Underground HT + 1
(natural rector) 

Explain from 1,2,3,4, to 5



6 Na-poor water



Mulkidjanian, A. Y. et al., （2012）

●

●

P concentration in cell cytoplasm is extremely high, 10 -2 vs 10-5—9 (seawater)
To make it possible, we need highly reduced state of P, i.e., Fe3P is a key mineral.
Under such highly reduced condition, solubility of P in water is 104 higher.
Valence of P must be -5, and P of schreibersite is -6, an ideal state on the Hadean Earth.
Life hates Na and prefer K; K/Na ratio is an index for the birth place of life.



7 Non-toxic water environment

• Highly toxic ocean; need a huge landmass to improve by hydrological 
circulation (weathering, erosion and transportation of  primordial 
landmass), otherwise the solid planet turns to Venus-type ocean-free 
planet



Hadean surface : U ore, Fe3P,  and geyser everywhere

Rocks on the Hadean Earth was remarkably different from the modern Earth.



8 Diversified surface 
environments



Highly diversified surface environment is the most important condition 
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Nuclear geyser model

dormant

active

Non-thermal energy (ionizing radiation) is necessary to facilitate the reaction
非熱的エネルギー（電離放射線）源が必要（ただの温泉や中央海嶺では不可）

CO2, H2O and N2 are very stable materials thermodynamically on the Earth’s surface.

Natural reactor can destroy those into elementary particles in the broad sense, i.e., proton, 
neutron and numbers of electrons near the reactor, but those were react to form complex 
organic compounds away from the reactor. T<100℃ to nearly 0℃, repeats cyclic and erupts organic compounds 
To the surface.



4 Surface environmental change 
during the Hadean 

ABEL Model(Maruyama and Ebisuzaki, 2017)



Paleogeography of the Earth 

since 4.567Ga

4.56-4.53Ga 4.37-4.20Ga：ABEL event
Where was the birth place of life?



Precursor of metabolism: Beginning the
disequilibrium reaction of Fe3P + H2O

Highly reduced Oxidized



Solidification of lunar magma 
ocean by MELTS program

Arai et al., 2016



Mantle minerals cannot contain 
U,Th and K, remaining those in 

the residual liquids which finally 
consolidate as lower mafic crust 

composed of KRREP 
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●Cyclic natures; key to RNA-
DNA world 

Next target of Hadean Bioscience



Hadean mid-oceanic ridge is 
not the birth place of life



Serpentinite hydrothermal system at deep-seafloor and onland. pH=10-12, H2-producing, no magmatic flux

Mid-oceanic ridge was not birth place of life



5 Synthesis: Three step 
evolution of first life



Material circulation at 4.37-4.20Ga  
between surface environment and geyser 

●Reaction of organic materials is accelerated through material circulation between surface
environment and inside of geyser. 

●Building blocks of life can be produced in geyser main room. Surface was oxidized, inside 
was reduced through water-rock interaction, and concentrated on the wall.
●Due to closer Moon, strong tidal force create wet/dry to polymerize amino acids and

membrane by evaporation, those of which are transported to the small room for the birth 
place of life.

Surface was impossible 
for life to survive →
Underground HT + 1
(natural rector) 

Explain from 1,2,3,4, to 5



Formation of reduced gasses and their concentration in the geyser 
cave through water-rock interaction (serpentinization), also pH>10



Altered portions, a series of secondary minerals including 
FeS, MoS, ZnS, PbS, Clay, CaAl silicate and other minerals 

Three communities of microbes,
1) serpentine, 2)KREEP 
and 3)Moon-milk communities

Birth place of life in the geyser system

Rooms III and V



2nd primordial life under the Sun at 
4.3Ga
utilizing solar energy

●First stage life was transported to the surface periodically through geyser explosion. 
●Transition period from 1st primordial life to 2nd primordial life which can utilized solar  

energy  by application of principle of semiconductor (electron bank). Night has come to 
use ATP stock in daytime.  

●Still in the stage of ext.-symbiosis with others. 



Ocean was not mother of life
海洋は生命の母ではない

●To prevent from entering toxic elements
such as Na inside the cell, Na-pump was
invented, as well as cell wall. 

●Multiple mass extinction and severe
● environmental change made a series of process

spiral DNA shape and process of self-replication 
●Minimum gene ca. 100-200 entered into DNA

4.2Ga



3 step model to be first life
Extracellular symbiosis to intracellular symbiosis

Extracellular symbiont

First proto-life：Extracellular symbiosis within the 
energy-material circulation system driven by 
natural nuclear geyser

Ionizing radiation 
from nuclear geyser

Second proto-life：Sun energy drives the 
system. More evolved extracellular 
symbiosis (RNA)

Solar energy

Third proto-life (prokaryote)：Due to repeated 
mass extinction, functions were evolved to have DNA, 
cell wall, and Na pump. Intracellular symbiosis.

Solar energy

Ectosymbionts

Endosymbionts

Ectosymbionts



Photomicroscope picture of bacillus coli, x a few hundred times (Goodsell, 1992)

Extremely dense inside the cell, where even one molecule of H2O is difficult to pass among the protein factories.
Suddenly numbers of necessary functions increased during the third stage of evolution. Key functions were
Increased number of kinds of pumps.



三段階進化を分かりやすく説明する

•要領よく順番に、１）生命とは何か、２）必要な要素のまとめ、３）環境
とその変動（全体の物質・エネルギー循環のしステムの概要、その
中の各部の役割、合成場）、生命構成単位の段階的進化：各場所で、
４）多量絶滅の役割、５）全体の進化、６）総まとめ



Discussion
We proposed a new model of birth place of life, different from any 
previous models including MOR. Moreover and implication to the 

phylogenic tree of life is discussed below.



Archaea dominated by thermophiles and live under highly reduced environments
Different from bacteria, which must be secondary microbes after Bacteria.

Land-living microbes
Deep-sea hydrothermal at MOR

Origin : On-land geyser system 
Martin and Russel (2008)

Geology can give time-sequence of environment not only in the Hadean bust also all the way to the present
which would contribute to solving the phylogenic tree of life.



Petrov et al (2014)

Structure of ribosome RNA from simple inside to outwards
-Bacteria is older than Archea？-





Structural evolution of rRNA
from bottom (highly reduced 

environment) to the top 
(oxidized environment) for both 
Bacteria and Archaea, to judge  

which was first? 



Mid-oceanic ridge is a stable greenhouse; microbes never evolve

Continent

MOR propagation into continents

Lake microbes are 
removed into ocean

Ocean 

mid-oceanic ridge

Atmosphere
Ice sheet

MOR hydrothermal system



Metazoans: Retrograde evolution, presumably microorganisms as well

Mid-oceanic ridge hydrothermal system with ecosystem including 
Crab, Shrimp etc.



超大陸と中央海嶺による分裂；
その結果としての生態系の変
化を分かりやすく説明する



Removal speed of organisms (extremely fast) vs 
plate movements (extremely slow, cm per year)
• 1 Bacteria was born first, then removed into MOR, remaining wet on-land 

bacteria which has evolved quickly because of exposures against Universe (GCR, 
UV, changing intensity of geomagnetism), whereas Bacteria at MOR changed to 
Archaea and afterward unchanged until now, even in the case of oil-field Archaea, 
through 40 times rotation of ridge propagations, because under constant 
environments unchanged. Explain using a series of figures.

• 2 Since 2.3Ga, Eukaryote appeared on land, and removed to MOR as a fate of 
continental rifting from lake to ocean, where Eukaryote evolved backward, as 
well as Metazoans since 700Ma.

• 3 To demonstrate  the scenarios herein proposed, the genome, ribosomal RNA, 
and proteins for ａｌl microorganisms, Eukaryote and metazoans analyzed to 
reconstruct the faunal provinces in Atlantic, Indian and Pacific ridges.  

•





インド洋の構造発達史は大西洋と太平洋とは違う

南北走向の大トランスフォーム断層で３－４区域に分割される。
マダガスカル島の固有哺乳類の起源論争



大西洋の発達史

1 中央部で分裂開始（２億年前）
２ 南部が拡大→北部へ、
３ 現在は北極海から南下し、将来は北海道へ

問題：なぜ大西洋中央部から
拡大が始まったのか？



太平洋の発達史





Topics for the next works

• 1 Metallic proteins

• 2 RNA-DNA world (Pumps, membranes, spiral structure, self-
replication vs environmental change cyclic etc) demonstrate in 
laboratory, cf. environmental change during Hadean, as three-steps.

• 3 Earth history, evolution of life, environmental change, and System 
evolution (+ phylogenetic tree of life) 



Orogenic belts of the world■







Before Overturn
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1st primordial life in nuclear geyser at 4.4Ga

●Necessary 20 ribozymes should have been produced at this stage in this small room 
(temperature less than 80 ℃). Metabolism-oriented ext-symbionts deduced from  
Minimum gene ca. 120 (Ohshima & Kurokawa) 

●Primordial life created extracellular symbiont to survive (symbiosis like virus)
●1st primordial life was  periodically transported to the surface by the geyser to die.




